Inhibitory effect of eseroline, an opiate like drug, on the rat nociceptive thalamic neurons activated by peripheral noxious stimuli.
Eseroline is a new agent, derived from physostigmine but lacking in pseudocholinesterase activity, that possesses opioid properties in vivo and in vitro in cats and rodents. The electrophysiological effect of this drug has been investigated. Our findings show that Eseroline (5 mg/kg i.p.), suppresses the nociceptive responses evoked by noxious (mechanical and thermal) stimuli, without affecting the spontaneous firing of neurons in the thalamus of anesthetized rat. This effect starts about 5 min after the administration and lasts on average for about 60 min. Naloxone (1 mg/kg i.p.), injected 10 min before Eseroline, antagonized the antinociceptive action of this drug.